
Some people say that now we can see films on our phones or tablets there is no need to go to 
cinema. Others say that to be fully enjoyed, films need to be seen in cinema.

Discuss both these views and give your opinion.

In this day and age, the popularity of movies has been increased dramatically and the preferences of 
watching it have been changed simultaneously. Some prefer to watch through their tablet or 
cellphone and they are of the thought that cinema falls by the side way, while others believe that 
nothing can beat the thrill of watching a film in the cinema.

On the one hand, with the rapid growth/by rapid growing of technical advancements, many movie 
lovers tend to watch a movie via their tablet or other electrical devices because they believe that 
because of Netflix or other websites, watching films has gottenget easier, more accessible and less 
expensive. however, we should also take the adverse health effects of this approach into the 
consideration. For example, looking at cellphone screen could harm your eyes, brain activity and sleep 
patterns as well.

On the other hand, there are some reasons to explain why silver screen will never be obsolete. there 
are groups who enjoy watching a feature/motion picture/picture in the cinema because of the great 
screen and sound effects which play through the supremely sound system of the hall that redouble 
the thrill and also we couldn’t deny the great atmosphere in cinema which helps you to have more 
concentration on the film and there would be hardly ever something to distract you.

In conclusion, although it’s/it is acceptable to watch movie through our gadgets which is more 
convenient ,the true movie lovers will never lose interest in going to cinema and I reckon that the joy 
of cinema is much greater than our tablets.
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